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a b s t r a c t
A commercially available Au/TiO2 catalyst was subjected to a variety of thermal treatments in order to
understand how variations in catalyst pretreatment procedures might affect CO oxidation catalysis. Catalytic activity was found to be inversely correlated to the temperature of the pretreatment. Infrared spectroscopy of adsorbed CO experiments, followed by a Temkin analysis of the data, indicated that the
thermal treatments caused essentially no changes to the electronics of the Au particles; this, and a series
of catalysis control experiments, and previous transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies ruled out
particle growth as a contributing factor to the activity loss. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
showed that pretreating the catalyst results in water desorption from the surface, but the observable
water loss was similar for all the treatments and could not be correlated with catalytic activity. A Michaelis–Menten kinetic treatment indicated that the main reason for deactivation is a loss in the number of
active sites with little changes in their intrinsic activity. In situ FTIR experiments during CO oxidation
showed extensive buildup of carbonate-like surface species when the pretreated catalysts were contacted
with the feed gas. A semi-quantitative infrared spectroscopy method was developed for comparing the
amount of carbonates present on each catalyst; results from these experiments showed a strong correlation between the steady-state catalytic activity and amount of surface carbonates generated during the
initial moments of catalysis. Further, this experimental protocol was used to show that the carbonates
reside on the titania support rather than on the Au, as there was no evidence that they poison Au–CO
binding sites. The role of the carbonates in the reaction scheme, their potential role in catalyst deactivation, and the role of surface hydroxyls and water are discussed.
Ó 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
CO oxidation over Au-based catalysts has been widely studied
because these materials have potential applications in the selective
removal of CO from H2 rich streams (CO Prox) [1–3]. A number of
factors appear to contribute to the high activity at low temperatures that these catalyst exhibit, including: the presence of low
coordination surface Au atoms, the importance of Au atoms located
at or near the metal–support interface, the presence of surface
hydroxyls located near the Au, and electronic interactions between
the Au nanoparticles and the support [4–9]. Although the reaction
stoichiometry is simple, the reaction mechanism for CO oxidation
over Au appears to be complex [9,10]. A variety of oxygenated species have also been suggested to play a role in the catalysis, including support hydroxyls [11–15], water [10,16–20], and carbonates
[21,22]. Additionally, O2 activation, which is generally considered
to be the key catalytic step, is not well understood [23–26] nor
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are the roles of perimeter sites around Au particles [27,28] or the
causes of deactivation [29–31].
The catalytic activity reported for CO oxidation over Au catalysts varies widely; as an example, Kung et al. reviewed the reaction rates for CO oxidation using Au/TiO2 ﬁnding up to a 10-fold
variation in reaction rates (0.039–0.35 molCO molAu1 s1) for catalysts with similar Au particles size (2.1 and 1.7 nm, respectively)
[11]. This variance in activity coincides with a lack of agreement
regarding activation methods for the catalysts. Speciﬁcally, the
temperature of calcination used during catalyst preparation varies
widely [32–35]. Depending on the synthetic route chosen, activation temperatures range from 200 to more than 400 °C with large
differences in the time chosen for activation treatments [36–38].
Bond reviewed the effects of temperature and treatment gas on
the preparation of Au catalysts [39]. The main conclusions regarding the activation conditions can be summarized in a few points:
(1) Heating in reducing atmospheres (H2, CO) or Argon at temperatures under 393 K is preferred to oxidizing atmospheres (O2 or
Air) and higher temperatures. This is supported by the fact that
reduction to Au0 starts at low temperatures and residual Cl is rapidly eliminated (via HCl). (2) Au particle size increases with
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increasing treatment temperature, and at temperatures above
573 K, O2 promotes particle growth more so than H2 does. (3) Fully
reduced particles do not show substantial mobility unless chloride
remains on the catalyst surface. Therefore, Bond recommends low
temperatures and short treatment times for preparing supported
Au catalysts. Bond’s considerations regarding the thermal activation are primarily focused on preparing small supported Au nanoparticles in the size regime (2–4 nm) that are catalytically active;
however, there is little discussion regarding the effect that these
thermal treatments have on the resulting catalytic activity.
The literature provides a wide variety of activation protocols
(both oxidative and reductive) for Au-based catalysts [11,46]. Table 1 summarizes several different activation protocols applied to
Au/TiO2 catalysts and includes the size of the Au particles produced
and the reported catalytic activities (CO oxidation between 273
and 300 K). It is readily apparent that there is almost no correlation
between the pretreatment temperatures used and the catalytic
activity reported. Catalysts with very similar Au particle sizes
may differ by an order of magnitude. This may be inﬂuenced by
residual chloride in the less active catalysts, as chloride is well
known to be a poison for CO oxidation over Au catalysts [47]. Additionally, several studies report catalytic activities of approximately
0.1–0.3, yet the pretreatments differ by 300 K and up to 12 h. Given
this variance in the literature, one might posit that pretreatment
protocols are relatively unimportant so long as relatively small
particles are maintained and chloride is sufﬁciently removed.
Behm et al. more systematically varied activation protocols to
produce more active Au–CO oxidation catalysts [30]. They found
that annealing the catalyst with a mixture H2/N2 at 473 K was
more effective than the conventional oxidation at 673 K. They also
pointed out that more severe reductions (with H2/N2 mixtures at
673 K) produce catalysts with a higher tendency for deactivation
[30].
In preliminary studies using a commercial Au/TiO2 sample, we
found that changes in pretreatment conditions immediately prior
to catalytic testing produced similarly marked variations in catalytic activity. We therefore undertook a more detailed examination
of how thermal treatments change the catalyst in order to better
understand the factors that control CO oxidation activity. Seven
thermal treatments were chosen to prepare catalysts with markedly different reaction rates. These induced differences in catalytic
activity were the basis of an experimental design composed of
three related studies. First, the CO adsorption thermodynamics
were studied to evaluate electronic changes to the Au nanoparticles. Second, a Michaelis–Menten analysis of CO oxidation kinetics
measurements was used to evaluate changes in O2 reactivity and in
the relative number of active sites. Finally, in situ IR spectroscopy
was used to monitor changes in surface composition caused by

thermal treatments and during CO oxidation catalysis. These
experiments provide a more complete picture of how the catalyst
changes (and does not change) as a function of thermal treatments.
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
The catalyst used in this study was a commercial AUROlite™
sample purchased from STREM Chemicals (nominal 1% Au/TiO2).
This catalyst was pretreated by the manufacturer to ensure that
particles were of appropriate size (2–4 nm) to yield active CO oxidation catalysts. Further, this catalyst has proven to be active and
stable over long periods of time [48,49]. The catalyst was crushed
and stored in a dark refrigerator. Gases (N2, H2, O2, and 5%CO/He)
were 5.0 grade supplied by Praxair and used with no additional
puriﬁcation. Powdered Silicon Carbide (400 mesh) was purchased
from Aldrich.
2.2. Catalyst pretreatments
Catalyst pretreatment was performed in situ at atmospheric
pressure using various gas mixtures at 100 mL/min; heating rates
were 5 °C/min. Treatment conditions are detailed in Table 2. After
each treatment, the catalyst was purged with N2 for 60 min at the
treatment temperature and subsequently cooled to ambient
temperature.
2.3. CO oxidation catalysis
The CO oxidation reactor consisted of a home-built laboratoryscale single-pass plug-ﬂow micro-reactor [48,49]. The reaction
zone consisted of 5 mg of ﬁnely ground fresh catalyst diluted in
750 mg of silicon carbide. Gas ﬂows were controlled with 4 electronic low pressure mass ﬂow controllers (Porter Instruments).
The composition of the feed and reactor efﬂuent (CO and CO2)
was determined using a Siemens Ultramat 23 IR gas analyzer.
Each treatment-reaction sequence was performed with a fresh
sample of catalyst. After loading into a glass U-tube, the diluted
catalyst was treated with one of the procedures shown in Table 2.
CO oxidation activity was measured in a 60-min experiment
immediately following the pretreatment. The feed (1% CO, 20%
O2,
balance
N2,
ﬂowing
at
180 mL/min;
1
WHSV ¼ 2:16  103 L  h  g1
cat ) was held constant and the reaction temperature was maintained at 20 °C using a water bath.
O2 pressure dependence was determined in separate experiments. After treating 4 mg of catalyst and cooling under N2, the
reactor was fed with 140 mL/min of a gas mixture containing 1%

Table 1
Activation conditions, Au particle size, and catalytic activity of Au/TiO2 catalysts used in low-temperature CO oxidation (273–300 K).

a
b

Activation conditions

Au particle size (nm)

Rate/Autot (s1)

T (K)

Ref.

No thermal treatment
298 K, 1 h, H2
310 K, 24 h, air
373 K, 1 h, H2 + 298 K, CO/O2
373 K, 0.5 h, H2 + 373 K, 0.5 h H2O/H2
523 K, 0.5 h, air
573 K, air
623 K, 4 h, He
623 K, 4 h, air + vacuum dried
673 K, 4 h, air + 723 K, 10 h H2
673 K, 1 h 1% CO, 21% CO in Ar

2.9 ± 1.7
2
3.3 ± 0.5
1.7
3.3 ± 0.7
3
2.1
3.3 ± 0.5
3.0 ± 1.3
2.9 ± 0.5
2.1

0.03
1.4 ± 0.2a
0.34b
0.35
0.013b
3.0b
0.025
0.18b
0.16
0.13
0.039

298
273
273
273
288
298
298
298
273
300
273

[7]
[40]
[41]
[23]
[10]
[20]
[42]
[43]
[8]
[44]
[45]

Based on the reaction of adsorbed CO species.
Based on surface Au.
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2.5. In situ FTIR measurements

Table 2
Catalyst pretreatment conditions.
Pretreatment

Gas mixa,b

Temperature (°C)c

Time (h)

None
O2-A
H2-A
H2 and O2
O2-B
H2-B
O2-C

No gas ﬂow
20% O2
20% H2
10% O2 + 10% H2
20% O2
20% H2
20% O2

–
150
150
250
250
250
350

0
1
1
1
16
16
16

a

All gases were balanced with N2 to 100 mL/min.
After every treatment, the sample was purged with N2 for 1 h at the treatment
temperature.
c
Heating rate was 5 °C/min for all pretreatments.
b

CO and variable fractions of O2 (25%, 20%, 15%, 10% and 5%;
1
WHSV ¼ 2:10  103 L  h  g1
cat ). After equilibrating the gas ﬂow
for 6 min, the catalytic activity was measured and the O2 ﬂow
was changed to the next set-point, maintaining a total ﬂow of
140 mL/min with N2. The catalytic activity was corrected for any
deactivation assuming a linear decrease in activity over time
according to a previously described methodology [48].

2.4. CO heat of adsorption measurements via IR spectroscopy
Catalyst samples (30 mg) for CO adsorption experiments were
treated using the 7 pretreatments described in Table 2. The treatment setup was similar to the CO oxidation reactor and consisted
of a fritted U-tube quartz reactor located in a Thermolyne furnace;
heating rates were 5° C/min. The gas mixture was prepared in an
external manifold using low pressure rotameters. After treatment,
the samples were ﬂushed with N2 for 1 h at the treatment temperature, cooled to room temperature, and stored in a dessicator in a
closed, foil-wrapped vial until IR measurements (typically 12–
16 h).
CO adsorption experiments were performed as previously described [50,51]. Brieﬂy, approximately 25 mg of a pretreated sample was pressed into a 30  30 Ti mesh (Unique Wire Weaving Co.).
The mesh-supported pellet was mounted into a custom-built copper cell and vacuum chamber (International Cryogenics) with a
gas-phase optical path length of 1.2 cm. The vacuum chamber
was placed in the sample compartment of a Nicolet Magna 550
FTIR spectrometer and evacuated to a pressure of <1 mTorr for
30–60 min. All measurements were made at ambient temperature
and all spectra were referenced to a background spectrum of the
catalyst pellet under vacuum prior to the addition of CO. Transmission spectra consisted of 100 scans collected with 8 cm1 resolution (spectral data spacing = 4 cm1) and were reported in
absorbance units.
The gas-handling system consisted of a mechanical pump and
liquid nitrogen trap, a glass line with stainless steel transfer lines
to the sample apparatus, and a Baratron pressure gauge (P = 0–
20 Torr). A liquid nitrogen trap was used to trap out any impurities
from the CO tank (UHP Grade, from Air Products). The entire gashandling system was rinsed with CO three times before exposing
the sample. After collecting a background spectrum, the sample
was exposed to a low pressure of CO and the surface was allowed
to equilibrate for 5–10 min; previous work has shown that this is
ample time for CO equilibration on Au catalysts [48,50,51]. An
infrared spectrum was recorded and the pressure in the cell was
slowly increased to the next pressure. After completing an experiment, the sample was evacuated and the experiment repeated for a
total of two or three adsorption isotherm measurements on a single catalyst sample in a single day.

A previously described home-built ﬂow IR cell was used for the
in situ FTIR experiments [52–55]. The cell consisted of a stainless
steel chamber wrapped by a heating mantle (up to 400 °C) with
two IR transparent KBr windows. Gases were mixed in an external
stainless steel manifold using low-pressure rotameters. The gas
cell was fed with 100 mL/min of gas mixtures and heated at a constant rate of 5 °C/min.
The catalyst (35 mg) was ﬁnely ground in an agate mortar,
pressed into a 13 mm circular pellet using a stainless steel die
and a manual hydraulic press (5 metric tons of pressure for
2 min). The pellet was mounted into the cell and placed in the sample compartment of a Nicolet FTIR spectrometer where a thermocouple adjacent to the pellet monitored the temperature.
Prior to any treatment, a background spectrum of the catalyst
pellet in the sample cell was collected. The catalyst pretreatment
was carried out in situ using 100 mL/min of the gas mixture at different
temperatures
(150,
250,
and
350 °C;
1
WHSV ¼ 2:00  102 L  h  g1
cat ). After treatment, the sample
was purged for 1 h and cooled to room temperature under N2 ﬂow.
Spectra were collected at 20 °C and the temperature was kept constant using a coil with recirculating water.
Immediately after treatment, the sample was cooled and a reference spectrum was collected once the temperature was equilibrated at 20 °C. The catalyst pellet was then used for the in situ
CO oxidation reaction. The CO oxidation reaction consisted of 4
steps: (a) 10 min ﬂowing with a 1% CO mixture, (b) 10 min with
our standard CO oxidation mixture (1% CO, 20% O2), (c) 10 min
ﬂowing with a 1% CO/He mixture, and (d) 10 min purging with
N2. Spectra were collected every 2.5 min.
3. Results
CO oxidation over supported Au catalysts, particularly Au/TiO2,
has been widely studied [1–3]. However, substantial differences in
CO oxidation activity have been reported, and there is no clear consensus on the best method to achieve maximum catalytic activity
and/or to reduce the pronounced deactivation to which these catalysts are prone. We therefore set out to perform a systematic
study of pretreatment conditions on CO oxidation catalysis with
the goal of understanding how temperature and pretreatment
gas composition inﬂuence catalytic activity.
3.1. CO oxidation activity
This catalyst has been previously examined with TEM and the
average Au particle size was determined to be 3.2 nm, corresponding to a dispersion of 35–40% [49]. Further, controlled poisoning
experiments suggested that 11% of the total Au (25–30% of the surface Au) was active in the reaction [48]. This corresponded well
with the expected total number of corner and edge atoms in the
sample [48]. CO oxidation activity is reported as a catalyzed reaction rate (m, moles of CO converted per total mole of Au in the sample per second); the results are presented in Fig. 1. For all the
pretreatments, there is a substantial deactivation over the ﬁrst
5–10 min on stream. After 20 min of reaction, a quasi-steady state
is reached, and the deactivation rate is similar for all the samples.
The catalytic activity in this quasi-steady state is related to the
conditions used during the pretreatment step. The untreated catalyst is both active and stable; the use of thermal treatments in the
presence of H2 or O2 reduces the catalytic activity signiﬁcantly.
Further, as the treatment temperature is increased, catalytic activity becomes progressively lower. As an example, O2 treatments at
150, 250 and 350 °C (treatments O2-A, O2-B and O2-C, respectively)
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excludes nanoparticle sintering as a cause for the deactivation
and shows that the deleterious effects that the forcing pretreatments induce are at least partially reversible.

0.75

0.50

Pretreatment
H2 & O2
No treatment

H2-A

0.25

O2-A

O2-B

H2-B

O2-C
0.00
0

20

40

60

Time (min)
Fig. 1. CO oxidation catalytic activity at 20 °C after various pretreatments. Reaction
conditions:
180 mL/min
of
a
1%
CO
and
20%
O2
feed;
1
WHSV ¼ 2:16  103 L  h  g1
cat .

reduce the activity by 33%, 50%, and 81%, respectively compared to
the untreated catalyst. Similarly, activity drops by a factor of 10
(relative to no pretreatment) when the catalyst is treated at
250 °C under H2 (treatment H2-B), although the deactivation that
occurs when the catalyst ﬁrst comes in contact with the feed is
markedly slower for this pretreatment. The treatment with a combination of H2 and O2 was the only pretreatment that increased the
catalytic activity, enhancing it by about 25% relative to no
pretreatment.
The remainder of the work in this study was performed to
understand why the various pretreatments resulted in catalysts
with such markedly different activities. The ﬁrst possibility we
considered was sintering. Given the relatively low treatment temperatures and the drastic changes in activity, this is unlikely. Our
previous TEM studies on this catalyst have shown that this catalyst
can be treated at 300 °C for 16 h with no changes in the observed
particle size [49]. This is a more forcing treatment than all but
one of the treatments employed in the present study. Further, careful examination of the ﬁrst 10 min on stream (Fig. 1) shows that all
of the catalysts are initially quite active; the lower steady-state
rates are due to deactivation when the catalyst comes in contact
with the feed.
To eliminate sintering as a contributing factor to the observed
loss of activity, we performed two additional control experiments:
(1) A fresh sample was treated with the O2-C protocol (350 °C,
16 h) followed by the H2 + O2 treatment (250 °C, 1 h) and (2) a
fresh sample was treated with the H2-B protocol (250 °C, 16 h) followed by the H2 + O2 treatment (250 °C, 1 h). In both of these
experiments, the steady-state catalytic activity (20 min TOS) was
essentially the same (within 6%) as the untreated catalyst, i.e., substantially higher than the steady-state activity for the O2-C or H2-B
treatment alone. The high activity found when the H2 + O2 treatment is performed after the ‘‘deactivating’’ treatments therefore

Infrared spectroscopy can be used to quantify CO adsorption on
Au catalysts and extract thermodynamic metrics for CO binding
[48,50,51]; in this case, we used the CO adsorption metric to evaluate potential changes to the Au particles. Details of the data collection and analysis can be found in separate publications
[48,50,51]. Brieﬂy, the peak area assigned to CO adsorbed on Au
is used to determine an adsorption isotherm which is ﬁt to a Temkin adsorption model [48,50,51].
The linear portion of the data (usually corresponding to surface
coverages between h = 0.2–0.8) and a previously determined DSads
value of 140 J/mol K were used to extract two descriptive values
for each catalyst [50]. The heat of adsorption at zero coverage
(DH0), which is determined from the y-intercept of the linear data,
describes the nascent binding energy for CO on the catalyst when
no adsorbate–substrate interactions are present. The second value,
dDH, describes the change in the adsorption energy from h = 0 to
h = 1 (i.e., DH0 to DH1). In this case, full coverage represents saturation of the CO binding sites, which is a subset of the total number
of surface Au sites. According to the Temkin adsorbate interaction
model, this change is attributed to electronic interactions between
the CO adsorbates and the Au nanoparticles and thus describes
how the surface electronics change with coverage [50,51].
Representative CO adsorption data for each of the various pretreatments are shown in Fig. 2; extracted values for DH0 and
dDH are shown in Table 3. All of the extracted DH0 and dDH values
were essentially the same regardless of the pretreatment, indicating that the pretreatments had essentially no effect on the Au–CO
interactions [56]. As discussed above, since the adsorption metrics
have a particle-size dependence, this result is consistent with a
lack of change in particle size with the pretreatments [57]. Our previous NaBr poisoning study showed that dDH values can be very
sensitive to adsorbates even at low coverages [48]; however, there
are essentially no changes observed for the different pretreatments. The key result here is that the CO adsorption metrics indicate that the various pretreatments cause little to no changes in the

-54

Pretreatment

None
No treatment
O2-A
O2-A
-56

H2-A
H2-A
H2 & O 2
H2&O2

H (kJ/mole)

Reaction rate (molCO/molAu/s)

3.2. Infrared spectroscopy of CO adsorption

O2-B
O2-B

H2-B
H2-B
-58

-60
0.1

O2-C
O2-C

0.3

0.5

0.7

Coverage ( )
Fig. 2. CO adsorption data DH vs. coverage for the various catalyst pretreatments.
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Table 3
Thermodynamic metrics for CO adsorption after different activation procedures. Data
show averages and standard deviations for 3 measurements on each catalyst.
Pretreatment

DH0 (kJ/mol)

dDH (kJ/mol)

None
O2-A
H2-A
H2 and O2
O2-B
H2-B
O2-C

61.4 ± 0.4
61.3 ± 0.4
61.3 ± 0.4
61.9 ± 0.8
62.1 ± 0.5
60.9 ± 0.3
62.1 ± 0.5

7.2 ± 0.5
7.9 ± 0.7
7.9 ± 0.7
7.8 ± 0.1
8.0 ± 0.7
6.8 ± 0.7
8.0 ± 0.7

fundamental Au–CO interactions, indicating that the pretreatments induce no substantial electronic changes to the Au.
3.3. Effect of pretreatments on catalyst surface
Pressed catalyst pellets were placed in an in situ IR spectroscopy cell and treated with the different procedures shown in Table 2. Changes to the catalyst were monitored using IR
spectroscopy by collecting spectra after the catalyst returned to
ambient temperature. A spectrum of the fresh (untreated) catalyst
was collected prior to the pretreatment and used as the background. The resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 3. Because these
OH stretching region

Pretreatment

Absorbance

O2-A
H2-A
H2 & O 2
O2-B
H2-B
O2-C
0.2

1623 C-O bending region

0

3500

3000

2500

2000

1500

Wavenumbers (cm-1)
Fig. 3. FTIR spectra of the catalyst after different treatments. Spectra were collected
at 20 °C and referenced to fresh untreated catalyst.

-0.4

A

are difference spectra, a loss of absorbance indicates a loss of a surface species associated with that particular vibration.
All of the spectra show that absorbance decreases in the broad
OH stretching region (3800–2500 cm1) and at 1623 cm1, which
is attributed to the dHOH vibration of adsorbed water [58]. These
changes are attributed to the loss of adsorbed water and surface
hydroxyl groups on the support. Some of the spectra show small
changes in the 1800–1200 cm1 region that may correspond to
small amounts of surface carbonates. However, there are no consistent changes in this region, or in the entire spectral range for that
matter, that can be associated with a systematic change in the catalysts upon the heating under H2 and/or O2. In spite of the differences in treatment temperature, the magnitudes of the observed
changes to the catalysts are all very similar. There are no obvious
differences in the degree of surface hydroxylation that might be
correlated with the drastic changes in activity. That is, the higher
temperature pretreatments did not cause substantially greater observable surface dehydroxylation or dehydration than did the lower temperature treatments.

3.4. CO oxidation kinetics metrics
Since the pretreatments appeared to induce few if any changes
to the Au particles, we next consider potential changes to the catalytic active site using a Michelis–Menten (M–M) kinetic treatment that we have previously developed and employed
[48,49,59]. In this treatment, activity data as a function of oxygen
pressure can be evaluated with double reciprocal plots (Fig. 4) to
provide a means of extracting quantitative parameters that describe O2 reactivity for individual gold catalysts. A full derivation
of this treatment has been previously published [49]. Brieﬂy, a simple characterization mechanism (Scheme 1), which has also been
suggested by DFT calculations [3], is used to describe the reaction.
We note that this is an intentionally simpliﬁed characterization
mechanism that may not capture all of the molecular complexity
of every elementary step in the reaction mechanism. Further, the
mechanism is intentionally vague regarding the nature of the O2
binding site – the purpose is to evaluate changes to the number
of active sites rather than to presuppose the structural characteristics of the O2 binding site. Hence, the only structural requirement is
that oxygen binding occurs in close proximity to Au–CO sites.
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Pretreatment

B

H2-B

O2-B

30

log ( )

H2-A
H2 & O2

1/ (s-1)

O2-A

-0.8

20

None
-1.2
10

-1.6
-1.4

-1.2

-1.0

log pO2

-0.8

-0.6

0
3

5

7

9

11

1/ pO2 (atm-1)

Fig. 4. Kinetic plots for CO oxidation at 20 °C after the various pretreatments. (A) Oxygen reaction order and (B) double inverse plot used in Michaelis–Menten kinetic data
treatment (Eq. (1)). Data were corrected for any deactivation assuming a linear loss of activity with time during quasi-steady-state conditions (see Ref. [39]).
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Scheme 1. Characterization mechanism for the Michaelis–Menten kinetic treatment of CO oxidation catalysis.

In the development of this method, adsorption of CO and activation of O2 are considered the key kinetic steps; desorption of produced CO2 and regeneration of the active site are considered to be
fast and after the rate determining steps and are therefore kinetically unobservable. Applying a typical kinetic derivation employing the steady-state approximation yields the following
expression:

1

mrxn

¼

KR

mmax



1
P O2


þ

1

ð1Þ

mmax

where mrxn is the measured reaction rate and

mmax ¼ k2 hCO ½A T

ð2Þ

and

KR ¼

k1 þ k2 hCO
k1

ð3Þ

We note that a similar set of equations can be derived using a
Langmuir–Hinschelwood mechanism, although this requires additional assumptions [49]. In these equations, hCO designates the coverage of the CO binding sites, which are a subset of the total Au
surface sites, and [A]T is the total number of active sites. The total
number of active sites is also assumed to involve a subset of the total number of surface Au sites. KR and mmax are descriptive kinetic
parameters comparable to those employed in enzyme kinetics
[60]. Analogous to the Michaelis–Menten constant, KR is a measure
of the reactivity or instability of adsorbed O2 (cf. A–O2). Similarly,
mmax depends both on the intrinsic reaction barrier and the number
of active sites. This kinetic treatment has been previously published and has been shown to well describe kinetic data for CO oxidation over several Au [48,49] and bimetallic NiAu [59] catalysts,
including a series of intentionally poisoned Au catalysts [48].
One of the primary utilities of the M–M kinetic treatment is that
it provides measures of both the intrinsic activity of the active sites
(KR) and the total number of active sites (proportional to mmax).
Applying this kinetic model to the thermal pretreatments used in
this study can therefore help distinguish between changes in the
number of active sites and the inherent reactivity of the active
sites. The data in Table 4, which is extracted from the data in Figs. 1
and 4, show that KR is relatively unaffected by the catalyst pretreatTable 4
Kinetic data for CO oxidation at 20 °C. Quasi-steady-state catalytic reaction rate (m),
O2 reaction order, KR, and mmax values calculated using plots from Fig. 4 and Eq. (1).a

a

Pretreatment

ma (s1)

O2 order

KR (atm1)

mmax (s1)

None
H2-A
O2-A
H2 and O2
O2-B
H2-B
O2-Cb

0.36
0.33
0.24
0.45
0.18
0.15
0.07

0.13
0.24
0.18
0.32
0.26
0.26
–

0.028
0.046
0.047
0.048
0.036
0.038
–

0.29
0.29
0.28
0.33
0.08
0.05
–

Reaction rate extracted from Fig. 1 at 20 min TOS.
Treatment O2-C resulted in catalytic activity that was too low to perform an
oxygen dependence study.
b

ment; there are only ﬂuctuations in the KR values and there is no
trend correlating the KR values with the pretreatments. This indicates that the intrinsic activity of the active sites is relatively unchanged by the pretreatment—even for those catalysts that show
severe deactivation. The mmax values, on the other hand, change signiﬁcantly according to the treatment procedure used in activation.
The most forcing conditions (temperatures P250 °C) yield a catalyst with very small values of mmax, which is an indication that fewer O2 activation sites remain active under the quasi-steady-state
conditions, i.e., the pretreatments result in a loss of steady-state
active sites. Less variation in mmax is observed for the mild
(250 °C) treatments, which is consistent with their activities being
close to that of the untreated catalyst. The mmax values are extrapolated values (to inﬁnite oxygen pressure), so they have inherently
larger errors associated with the data range employed. In this case,
we are only able to differentiate between catalysts that have substantially different numbers of active sites.
3.5. IR spectroscopy during CO oxidation
In situ IR spectroscopy was used to evaluate changes to the catalyst surface under the CO oxidation gas feed. Immediately after
the pretreatment and extensive ﬂushing with N2 (1 h at 20 °C),
the catalyst was exposed to the same CO + O2 gas mixture used
for the activity study shown in Fig. 1. This resulted in substantial
changes to the IR spectrum of the catalyst. Fig. 5 shows examples
of the fresh (untreated) catalyst and the catalyst treated with the
procedure H2-B after 10 min under CO oxidation conditions. The
double peak in the range of 2200–2000 cm1 was assigned to
gas-phase CO; this peak is accompanied by a single narrow peak
at 2100 cm1 consistent with CO adsorbed on Au (Au–CO)
[61,62]. The peaks in the 2400–2300 cm1 are assigned to gasphase CO2 resulting from the catalysis. The most substantial
changes are the multiple peaks at lower wavenumbers (1800–
1200 cm1). These peaks appear essentially immediately upon
introducing the reactant feed to the catalyst and are assigned to
carbonate species on the catalyst surface [31,36,63]. The buildup
of carbonates on Au/TiO2 catalysts during CO oxidation has been
previously reported in the literature [29,31], and bands at 1537

0.05

10 min TOS - 1%CO + 20% O2 in feed

0

Treatment H2-B

Absorbance

42

Carbonates

No pretreatment

CO2 ~2350

2400

Au-CO ~2100

2000

1600

1200

Wavenumbers (cm-1)
Fig. 5. IR spectra during CO oxidation (10 min TOS) for the untreated and H2-B
treated catalyst. Gas-phase CO2 (two bands centered at 2350 cm1), gas-phase CO
(2 bands centered at 2150 cm1), Au–CO (narrow peak at 2100 cm1), and
carbonates region (several peaks in the 1800–1200 cm1 region).
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and 1357 cm1 have been previously attributed to carbonates
formed on TiO2 [30].
There are clear differences in the sizes of the carbonate peaks.
The H2-B treated catalyst, which is essentially inactive, has very
large carbonate peaks while the more active untreated catalyst
has relatively few. Under the conditions of our IR experiment, carbonate production occurs immediately upon contact with the
CO + O2 feed; catalyst spectra generally did not change signiﬁcantly after 5 min TOS. This is largely consistent with the rapid
deactivation observed in Fig. 1. Further, the differences in surface
carbonates production are the ﬁrst substantial differences between
pretreatments that we have observed; combined with the rough
correlation between rapid carbonates buildup and rapid deactivation, this suggest that carbonates may be responsible for the differences in catalytic activity. However, it is unclear if the carbonates
reside on the support, on the gold, or on both the Au and the support. Additionally, although IR peak areas are generally proportional to surface concentrations in transmission experiments, it is
difﬁcult to compare these peaks from one catalyst pellet to another. There are simply too many variances in local pellet thickness
where the IR beam passes to reliably make quantitative comparisons based on the carbonates peak areas alone.
3.6. Effect of carbonates on catalytic activity
To address these questions, we designed a sequential IR experiment that allows us to (i) quantify the carbonates buildup, (ii)
compare carbonates buildup between catalysts, and (iii) assess
whether the carbonates poison Au surface sites. This procedure is
outlined in Scheme 2. After pretreatment and ﬂushing with N2,
the catalyst was ﬁrst contacted with a CO feed (no O2) to measure
~  2100 cm1 ; step a). This peak area
the area of the Au–CO peak (m
acts as an internal standard to which subsequent peaks can be
compared. The catalyst was then placed under CO oxidation conditions for 10 min (step b), which is sufﬁcient time to allow the carbonates to build up, vide supra. The catalyst is then ﬂushed with CO
again (step c) to measure changes to the Au–CO peak area and thus
evaluate whether the carbonates directly poison the Au sites. Finally, the catalyst was ﬂushed with N2 (step d) to evaluate relative
amounts of strongly and loosely bound carbonates.
IR spectra in the 1800–1200 cm1 region (collected after step b)
for the various pretreatments are shown in Fig. 6. The peaks in
Fig. 6 are all broad and do not warrant individual assignments
(e.g., carbonate, bicarbonate, monodentate, or bidentate on Au or
TiO2); therefore, all the IR signals between 1800 and 1200 cm1
were considered carbonate-like species formed during CO oxida-

Step

Gas Mix (time)

Pretreatment

43

tion. To quantify their production, the entire 1800 and
1200 cm1 region was integrated as a whole; no individual assignments were made.
The peak areas measured from the spectra in Fig. 6 were normalized to the area of the peak assigned to Au–CO collected in step
a of Scheme 2. The CO heat of adsorption experiments (vide supra)
justify this methodology as they showed no change in Au–CO
interactions as a function of pretreatment. Further, the Au–CO peak
area data (Table 5) are similar for all the pretreatments and show
only random variation associated with reasonable experimental
uncertainty in the catalyst pellet mass and local thickness in areas
through which the IR beam passed [64].
Fig. 7 plots the quasi-steady-state catalytic activity (Fig. 1, Table 4) vs. the normalized carbonates peak area. These data show
an excellent correlation between the catalytic activity and normalized carbonates area. Two areas for the carbonates peaks were
measured for each pretreatment: one immediately after CO oxidation was ﬁnished (end of step b in Scheme 2) and a second after the
catalyst had been ﬂushed to remove any weakly adsorbed carbonates. There was generally very little change in the carbonates area
upon ﬂushing, indicating that they are strongly bound to the catalyst surface.
Fig. 7 shows a clear correlation between catalytic activity and
the amount of surface carbonates produced in the reaction. Further, the degree to which the surface carbonates are deposited is
determined by the pretreatment used during catalyst activation.
Harsh treatments (longer times and/or higher temperatures) yield
catalysts that accumulate large quantities of carbonates and have
low activities; mild treatments yield more active catalysts that
have relatively few carbonates on the surface.
3.7. Effect of carbonates on CO adsorption
The kinetics studies (Table 4) indicate that the inherent reactivity of the active sites (described by KR) remains essentially the
same for all the pretreatments; the reduced catalytic activity
(nominally quantiﬁed by changes in mmax) appears to be due to a
loss of active sites. It is possible that this is associated with carbonates depositing on the Au particles, thus preventing CO and O2
adsorption. A second result from the experimental protocol described in Scheme 2 is that it can be used to evaluate changes in
the number of Au–CO binding sites. This is accomplished by simply
~ ¼ 2100 cm1 )
comparing the area of the Au–CO adsorption peak (m
before (step a) and after (step c) the CO oxidation reaction.
Table 5 shows that CO adsorption capacity is maintained even
after extensive formation of carbonates on the catalyst. The only

Purpose / Remarks
Conditions shown in Table 1

N2 flush

N2 (1 hr)

Remove reactive gases (O2, H2)

CO adsorption (a)

1% CO/N2 (10 min)

Determine Au-CO IR area (2100 cm-1)

CO oxidation (b)

1% CO/20% O2/N2 (10 min)

Monitor changes during CO Oxidation

CO adsorption (c)

1% CO/N2 (10 min)

Evaluate any loss in sites during catalysis
by changes in Au-CO band (2100 cm-1)

N2 flush (d)

N2 (30 min)

Remove weakly adsorbed species

Time on stream
Scheme 2. Sequential steps during in situ IR CO oxidation experiments. Reaction temperature, pressure, and gas ﬂow were kept constant during the entire experiment (20 °C,
ambient pressure, 100 mL/min).
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10 min TOS - 1%CO + 20% O2 in feed

0.1

Pretreatment

0

Absorbance

O2-C

H2-B
O2-B
H2 & O 2
O2-A
H2-A

None
1800

1600

1400

1200

Wavenumbers (cm-1)
Fig. 6. Carbonates built-up on the catalysts after 10 min TOS CO oxidation at 20 °C
(collected after step b of Scheme 2). Each spectrum was referenced to the catalyst
immediately after pretreatment and cooling.

catalyst to show substantial loss of CO binding sites is the O2-C
treated catalyst, which has barely any activity. All the other catalysts show no statistically signiﬁcant loss of CO binding sites –
the Au–CO adsorption areas before and after CO oxidation catalysis
are all within a very reasonable experimental error (<10%). Thus,
the carbonates do not poison Au–CO binding sites and appear to reside essentially exclusively on the support. The changes in mmax
must therefore be due to a change in the number of O2 activation
sites. It is also important to note that these experiments do not exclude the possibility that carbonates production merely correlates
with the losses in catalytic activity, i.e., they correlate with some
other, more subtle change to the catalyst but are not directly
responsible for poisoning the catalyst.

not change as a function of the pretreatment [65–67]. Further, this
catalyst has proven to be active and stable in spite of being stored
over long periods of time, making it a useful benchmark material
for comparing pretreatments and other catalysts.
This catalyst, which has been stored in a refrigerator in the dark
for over a year, is clearly active and stable for CO oxidation with no
additional thermal treatment (Fig. 1). Further, its activity has remained constant over nearly a year of testing. The activity of this
untreated catalyst is comparable to or greater than most of the catalysts shown in Table 2. Many Au/TiO2 catalysts can be found in
the literature with much lower activities [11,46].
Fig. 1 clearly shows that catalytic activity is highly correlated
with the ‘‘severity’’ of the thermal treatment. Although all the pretreatments showed reasonable initial activities, more forcing conditions – higher temperatures and longer times – produced
catalysts with steady-state activities up to 10 times lower (treatments H2-B and O2-C) than the original untreated catalyst. This
activity loss is not due to changing particle sizes (vide infra). It is
possible that this activity loss may be partially due to localized
heating during the ﬁrst minutes of reaction. Although we cannot
rule this out, diluting the catalyst (5 mg catalyst in 750 mg SiC)
and running at low conversions (<10%), as was the case in these
experiments, should minimize the inﬂuence of any differences in
heating as the catalyst equilibrates with the reaction feed. No increase in the bed temperature was observed, and one pretreatment
(H2-B) showed a markedly slower approach to steady-state activity. If heating were the primary reason for the initial loss in activity, one would expect that the approach to steady state would be
more consistent for all the pretreatments.

H2 & O 2
Reaction rate (molCO/molAu/s)
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4. Discussion
We performed this study to contribute to the understanding of
how various pretreatments affect CO oxidation activity over Au/
TiO2, with the goals of trying to understand the relative importance
of the pretreatment in affecting catalytic activity and identifying
optimal activation protocols to maximize catalytic activity. We
used a commercially available catalyst that had been pretreated
by the manufacturer to ensure that particles were of appropriate
size (2–4 nm) to yield active CO oxidation catalysts. This allows
us to separate the effects of thermal treatments from those necessary for preparing active particles because the particle size does

0.4

None
H2-A

O2-A

0.2

O2-B

H2-B
During CO Oxidation (10 min TOS)
After purging with N2

O2-C

0
0

5

10

15

20

AreaCarbonates/AreaAu-CO
Fig. 7. CO oxidation catalytic activity vs. carbonates peak areas for different catalyst
pretreatments. Carbonates IR region area was integrated in the range 1800–
~  2100 cm1 ).
1200 cm1 and normalized with respect to Au–CO area (m

Table 5
Integrated Au–CO peak areas before and after carbonates build up during CO oxidation.
Pretreatment

Initial Aðm~¼2100Þi

Post-reaction Aðm~¼2100Þf

Ratio r ¼ Aðm~¼2100Þf =Aðm~¼2100Þi

None
O2-A
H2-A
H2 and O2
O2-B
H2-B
O2-C

4.61
4.74
4.55
4.75
5.02
5.32
4.72

4.36
4.70
4.89
5.13
4.91
4.89
3.18

0.95
0.99
1.07
1.08
0.98
0.92
0.67
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The subsequent studies were dedicated to understanding how
changes to the catalyst during activation and CO oxidation might
be responsible for the loss in activity. First and foremost, the loss
of activity cannot be attributed to Au particle growth or sintering.
We have previously performed TEM studies on this catalyst and
found no change in particle size after treating this catalyst for
16 h at 300 °C, a longer time and higher temperature than all but
one of the present pretreatments [49]. CO heat of adsorption metrics evaluated with the Temkin adsorption model are sensitive to
particle size effects [57]; however, the heat of adsorption values
for all the catalysts are essentially the same within very reasonable
experimental errors (Fig. 2, Table 3), even for treatments that gave
very low catalytic activities (treatments H2-B and O2-C). Further,
our control experiments showed that the catalytic activity could
be largely recovered by treating the catalyst with a short H2 + O2
treatment. This would not be possible if the deactivation resulted
from (irreversible) Au nanoparticle growth. The lack of sintering
is not surprising given that the catalyst was treated at 400 °C by
the manufacturer; further treatment at lower temperatures should
not substantially affect particle sizes.
4.1. Loss of active sites and carbonates buildup
Fig. 7 shows that the loss in the quasi-steady-state catalytic
activity correlates with the buildup of surface carbonates. Closer
inspection of Fig. 1 shows that all the catalysts have relatively high
initial activities which decrease to a quasi-steady-state value, generally in about 10 min. This is qualitatively consistent with our
observations during in situ IR experiments, which suggest that carbonates formation is generally complete after about 5 min on
stream. Further, the M–M treatment of the kinetics data (Fig. 4, Table 4), which provides simultaneous measures of both the intrinsic
catalytic activity of the active site and the number of active sites,
indicates that the activity loss is primarily due to a loss in the relative number of active sites rather than changes to their intrinsic
reactivity.
Supported Au catalysts are known to be prone to the formation
of carbonate-like compounds [31,68–72]. Previous studies have
correlated carbonates formation with catalytic activity, pretreatment conditions [23,73], presence of moisture in the gas [10,16],
and reaction temperature [74]. Carbonates have also been shown
to be decomposed in the presence of water [20], in the presence
of H2 [75], and during CO oxidation reaction at high temperatures
[25,63].
The role that carbonate-like species play in catalytic activity has
been under debate. Some researchers propose that bicarbonates
[76–78], hydroxycarbonyls [71,79], and formates [11,79] are
important CO oxidation intermediates. Others believe that carbonates are inert spectators to the catalysis [29,30,77,80]. Still others
consider carbonates as catalyst poisons, acting according to one
of two postulated poisoning mechanisms. The ﬁrst attributes poisoning to carbonates formation on Au surfaces limiting CO adsorption on the catalysts [81]. The second stipulates that oxygen
activation occurs at nanoparticle perimeter sites located at the metal–support interface. In this scheme, carbonates reside on the support, but block these perimeter sites, preventing oxygen activation
[30].
All of the data in the present study show that carbonates formation correlates with lower catalytic activity due to a loss of active
sites. Further, the observed carbonates are very stable on the catalyst, as their areas generally do not change after 10 min of ﬂushing
with nitrogen. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that
unobserved transient carbonate-like species might be reaction
intermediates, the observed carbonates do not decompose at rates
comparable to the overall reaction rate and therefore cannot be
intermediates in the reaction mechanism.
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The activity loss correlates with the presence of surface carbonates; however, correlation is not equivalent to causation. The location of the carbonates therefore becomes a critical issue. The
sequential IR experiments (Table 5) show that the CO adsorption
capacity is unaffected even by extensive carbonates buildup. The
carbonates must therefore reside on the support, since they do
not poison the CO adsorption sites on Au. It should also be noted
that in the case of extreme carbonates buildup (e.g., pretreatment
H2-B), there appears to be some loss of Au–CO binding sites, presumably due to carbonate migration from the support onto Au.
These results are therefore consistent with a poisoning model in
which carbonates block Au perimeter sites; however, we do not
have any direct evidence for how carbonates poison the reaction.
Other possibilities should be considered, including that the surface
carbonates indirectly poison the catalyst or that the presence of
carbonates is reporting on some other more subtle change to the
catalyst surface. For example, the FTIR spectroscopy experiments
(Fig. 3) examined changes to the catalyst as a function of the pretreatment; it is clear that all of the pretreatments remove a substantial amount of water from the catalyst surface.
Several studies have shown that CO oxidation activity is sensitive to the water content in the feed and on the catalyst surface
[16,18–20,68]. Iglesia and coworkers recently performed a kinetic
isotope effect study, which suggested that water acts as a co-catalyst in the reaction [10]. The spectra in Fig. 3 are essentially the
same in that each thermal treatment removes a qualitatively similar amount of water from the catalyst. There is no clear trend or
correlation between water removal and catalytic activity, so it is
unclear how catalyst water content might affect activity. Carbonates bind water very strongly [82], so carbonates production may
simply sequester the remaining water on the catalyst, excluding
it from the active site.
It is also widely accepted that CO oxidation activity over Au is
closely tied to the presence of hydroxyl groups on the support
[11,12]. Although the treatment temperatures that we have employed are not particularly strong, it is possible that the more forcing treatments induce some degree of surface dehydroxylation
[83,84], possibly near the gold particles, and that the lower activity
results from the removal of hydroxyl groups near the Au–TiO2
perimeter sites. Unfortunately, any changes to the surface hydroxyl
groups are masked by the large water peaks and, based on this
data, it is impossible to say how much, if any, surface dehydroxylation occurs during the pretreatments.
It is also worth noting that the H2 + O2 treatment results in the
most active of the catalyst pretreatments. This catalyst is ﬂushed
with nitrogen at the treatment temperature (as are all the others),
and there are no obvious differences in the amount of water removed when this treatment is compared to the others (Fig. 3).
However, the higher activity associated with this treatment, in
spite of moderate carbonates formation, suggests that the water
and/or hydroxyl groups may be more important for determining
catalytic activity than are the surface carbonates. Precisely how
this treatment works to activate the catalyst is unclear. It may prevent/mitigate poisoning by carbonates, leave a greater amount of
active water on the surface, or affect surface hydroxylation near
the Au particles. Hydrogen oxidation is well known to occur on
Au [85–87] and is therefore likely to have the largest effect on
hydroxylation of the support closest to the Au particles. Further
studies are underway to evaluate these possibilities.

5. Conclusions
A commercial Au/TiO2 catalyst was treated under different conditions prior to being used in CO oxidation. It was found that pretreatments with more severe conditions (longer times or higher
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temperatures) produce a less active catalyst, and that the ranges of
activities produced are similar to the range of different catalytic
activities reported in the literature. The possibility that more severe thermal treatments cause nanoparticle sintering was evaluated with infrared spectroscopy of adsorbed CO combined with
Temkin analysis. This methodology is sensitive to changes in particle size as well as the electronic conﬁguration of the nanoparticles.
The resulting thermodynamic values DHo and dDH are consistent
with no changes in particle size after different thermal treatments
applied to the catalyst, consistent with our previous studies. Additional control experiments showed that catalytic activity after the
harshest thermal treatments could be regenerated with a H2 + O2
treatment; thus, the activity loss could not be due to
sintering. Infrared spectroscopy experiments showed that the thermal pretreatments remove water from the catalyst surface, but no
correlation was found between the water loss and catalytic
activity.
A Michaelis–Menten kinetic treatment indicates the reason behind catalyst deactivation is the loss of active sites; there was little
change to the intrinsic reactivity of the active sites measured with
this kinetic treatment. In other words, the remaining catalytically
active sites have essentially the same inherent O2 activation activity regardless of the pretreatment used. This activity loss coincided
with the buildup of surface carbonates and led us to develop an
in situ Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy experimental
protocol for semi-quantitatively comparing the amount of surface
carbonates produced on the catalyst. These experiments led to four
primary conclusions: (1) more severe pretreatments lead to greater
production of surface carbonates upon contact with the reaction
feed, (2) the catalytic activity correlates well with the amount of
carbonate-like species formed, (3) the observed carbonate-like
species are strongly bound to the catalyst and are not intermediates in the reaction mechanism, and (4) the carbonates do not affect the CO adsorption capacity of the Au and therefore likely
reside on the titania support.
All the experimental work done in the present research is consistent with a deactivation model in which higher levels of carbonates are related to an acute and fast deactivation of the
catalysts. This idea contradicts several mechanistic models that
propose that different carbonate-like species (carbonates,
bicarbonates, hydroxicarbonates, carboxylates, etc.) are catalytic
intermediates. However, it is not possible to establish that carbonate-like species are directly poisoning (or binding to) the Au
nanoparticles.
Our experiments suggest that these species reside on the support, where it may be possible that they interfere with activity
associated with perimeter sites on the Au particles. This interference could be due to carbonates reacting with surface hydroxyl
groups on the support, thus limiting their availability to interact
with Au perimeter sites, or possibly by sequestering surface H2O
and limiting its access to the Au nanoparticles. Both species (H2O
and support hydroxyls) are discussed in the literature as potentially being responsible for the high activity of Au/TiO2 catalysts;
however, this work does not shed light onto which may be more
important at the catalytic active sites.
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